
IN THE COURT OF THE PR. DISTRICT AND SESSIONS JUDGE, REASI 
 
Bail No:-03/Res               Dated:-15.04.2020 

 
Mohd. Younis S/O Abdul Rashid R/O  Kans Khasan, Tehsil and District 
Reasi 
          (Applicant) 
 

Vs. 
 
Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir through In-Charge Police Station 
Reasi. 

    (Non-Applicant)  
 
 

In the matter of :-  Urgency Memo alongwith  application for bail of the 
accused involved in FIR No. 202/2019 of Police Station 
Reasi for the commission of offences u/s 8/15 NDPS 
Act. 

 
Mr.P.D.Singh for the Accused/Applicant 
Mr. R.B.Bandral PP for UT of J&K. 
 
15/04/2020 

 
O R D E R 

 
The instant urgency memo alongwith the bail  application has been 

moved seeking bail  of the accused /applicant herein  on the grounds  that 

he is innocent and has been falsely implicated in the case by the police 

officials. It has  also been averred  that the accused is the only bread earner 

of his family and there is no one in the family to manage food items etc. 

during the  lockdown and accused person being the elder member of the 

family has to harvest the crops also. It has been further averred that no 

purpose shall be served by keeping the accused in sustained custody when 

challan has already been filed. Bail application also reveals that the accused 



shall abide by the conditions imposed by the court in case  bail  is  granted 

to him.  

Objections have been filed by the prosecution in which strong 

exception has been taken to the bail application by pleading that the 

accused person is involved for the commission of offences under section 

8/15 NDPS Act as accused person was signaled by the Naka Party at the Tali 

Morh Reasi  to stop when he was driving truck bearing Registration No. 

JK02/0939 but the accused did not stop and drove his truck towards village 

Kans Khasan and fled from the spot after throwing the bag containing 42 

Kgs of Bhuki in the nearby  bushes which was recovered  by the police. It 

has been further pleaded in the objections the accused is habitual offender 

and his earlier bail application was also rejected by this court on the same 

ground. Therefore accused person does not deserve the bail. 

Heard the rival arguments in the form of pleadings submitted before 

me by the Ld. counsel for the accused as well as by  Ld. PP through the 

medium of whatsapp.  In this  case no vakalatnama on behalf of the 

accused person or his next friend has been annexed with the application. 

Also the application as well as urgency memo  have not even been  signed 

by the Ld. Counsel or the next friend.  The accused person is involved in a 

case  under FIR No.202/2019 of police station Reasi for the commission of 

offences u/s 8/15 NDPS Act. The quantity of the Contraband falls in the 

category of intermediate category. The High Powered Committee framed 

under the directions  of Hon’ble Supreme Court in suo moto writ petition 

(civil) 1/2020 in RE. Contagion of COVID-19, has formulated guidelines for 

the release of the convicted person and under trials but such concession of 

guidelines cannot be extended to the accused / applicant herein as he is 

involved in NDPS case for possession of intermediate quantity. The urgency 

highlighted in the bail application is not worth consideration as the same is 

not exceptional one and the urgency shown in the application is of common 

and regular  type  and was also substantially  pleaded by the accused in his 

earlier bail application as well  which was rejected by this court on 

10.02.020, so the urgency of feeding his family members and harvesting of 



crops  that too without any substantial proof cannot be considered as a 

balancing factor for  breaking  the lockdown guidelines which is operative in 

the Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir along with other parts of India 

to contain the spread of COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover the offences 

allegedly committed by the accused person are very heinous as the illicit 

traffic and trade in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances is taken as  

potential threat to the society at large. The drug traffickers like accused  

person are spreading the addiction of narcotic and psychotropic substances 

among the youth section of the society making them slaves of the same 

and who when become addicts not only spoil their lives but also ruin the 

lives  of their family members. Therefore release of accused person 

involved in illegal trafficking of such a huge consignment of the contraband 

will not meet the  ends of justice. 

This court is conscious that right to Liberty is a fundamental right and 

the same cannot be curtailed without due process of law but presently 

reasonable restrictions have been imposed by the competent authorities to 

prevent the spread of corona virus and the medical experts have impressed 

upon social distancing  and in such circumstances ,the accused can take the 

benefit in the garb of decongestion of jails .So release of accused/ applicant 

herein at the cost of breaching the order of lockdown and at the cost of 

risking lives of many cannot be considered to fall within the category of 

extremely urgent matter. Consequently bail application is dismissed for the 

reasons  given here in above and the same shall be consigned to records 

when the hard copies  of the pleadings of the case are submitted before the 

court immediately after the period of lockdown is over 

The copy of  order be forwarded to the concerned Counsel  of the 

accused person on his WhatsApp number in PDF format and also to System 

officer for uploading the same on the website 

  Announced                                                                  Kamlesh Pandit 
  15.04.2020                          Pr. District & Sessions Judge 
                                                                                                     Reasi 
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